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Renormalixability of effective pionic Lagrangians in the nuclear medium

W. M. Alberico, "R. Cenni, ' ' A. Molinari, "' and P. Saracco' '

(Received 29 December 1987)

We show the renormalizability of a Lagrangian of nucleons and pions interacting via a pseudosca-

lar coupling in the presence of a medium. We extend the proof to the e8'ective Lagrangian obtained

from the previous one through the functional integration over the fermionic fields. Notably in the

latter case the renormalization takes place within each order of the corresponding loop expansion.

This result is of significance in view of the connection between the loop expansion and the conven-

tional many-body approximation methods.

I. INTRODUCTiON

In a recent paper' we dealt with a system of pions and
nucleons with functional techniques. Such an approach
is quite convenient since it allows us to project the whole
problem into a purely pionic or purely nucleonic space.
Accordingly we have been able to describe the response
of our system to an external electromagnetic field in
terms of pionic degrees of freedom only, which is indeed
appropriate for intermediate energy nuclear physics
where the pions are known to play a quite relevant role.
Technically this aim has been achieved through the intro-
duction of an effective bosonic Lagrangian, which not
only exactly embodies the dynamics of the problem, but
also naturally leads to a loop expansion grouping togeth-
er, at each order, important classes of many-body dia-
grams.

In Ref. 1, however, no attention has been payed to the
renormalizability of the approach, notwithstanding that
the pseudoscalar pion-nucleon (Nn. ) Lagrangian, the one
we are concerned with, yields divergencies in a perturba-
tive framework. This point seems to us worthy of con-
sideration. Indeed, although it is well known that a pseu-
doscalar Nm Lagrangian is renormalizable in the vacu-
um, yet one would like to ascertain whether the same
remains true in the presence of a medium and, even more
so, how the renormalizability is realized order by order in
the loop expansion of the effective theory, an outcome ex-

pected, but far from evident.
Until now the renormalizability of a theory in the pres-

ence of a Fermi sea has not been much explored. For all
practical purposes the (unphysical) divergent terms have
been simply omitted, with the prescription of replacing,
at the same time, the bare masses and coupling constants
with the physical ones. A notable exception to this prag-
matic attitude is represented by the quantum hadro-
dynamics (QHD) theory of nuclear matter and finite nu-
clei (see also, however, the recently carried out inves-
tigation on the Bonn potential ).

In the context of QHD the importance of verifying the
unfolding of renormahzability for selected classes of

many-body perturbative diagrams, the ones, for example,
associated with the Hartree-Fock or the Bethe-Salpeter
equations, has been stressed. Our approach should be
viewed along the same line of thought, but rather than
focusing on a given set of many-body diagrams, suggested
by intuition, we concentrate on those naturally arising in
the 1oop expansion of an effective Lagrangian.

This procedure appears to us preferable on two counts:
Firstly, the effective Lagrangian is not assumed, but rath-
er deduced, with functional methods, from the standard

y 5 N ~ Lagrangian; secondly, the loop expansion
significantly improves upon the standard perturbation
theory since it allows to classify, in a coherent frame-
work, the corrections to the many-body contributions ap-
pearing in leading order.

Clearly our work, being restricted to the treatment of
nucleons and pions, is far from complete. It offers, how-
ever, a scheme which could be of some guidance when
more realistic dynamical situations, encompassing a
variety of mesons, arise.

The present paper is organized as follows. In Secs. II
and III we explore, within the standard perturbative
frame, the inAuence of the medium on the renormaliza-
tion mechanism holding in the vacuum. We confine our-
selves to treating this item mainly at the one-loop level,
partly because this is sufficient for introducing the
definitions needed in the general proof given in the fol-
lowing section, and partly to avoid the repetition of all
the details of the Bogoliubov-Parasyuk renormaliza-
tion method. For the latter we just sketch the proof of its
validity in the presence of a medium. In Sec. IV we carry
out by induction the general proof of the renormalizabili-
ty, at each order of the loop expansion, of our effective
bosonic Lagrangian.

II. THE ELEMENTARY AND THE
EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIANS

t

In this paper we assume as fundamental the Lagrang-
ian
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X=So+/;„, ,

where

(1) and
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Xo ——g(i 8 —M )g+ ,'(—B„4)'
2

a pseudoscalar pion-nucleon coupling being assumed.
The associated generating functional reads

Z [J, rt, r) ]= f2)[g,g, @]exp i fd x[X(g,P, 4)+Prt+rtg+J 4] (4)

where the presence of a Fermi sea is not explicitly apparent, being hidden in the boundary conditions for the integration
variables g(r, t), g(r, t) as t~+~." As a consequence one can formally manipulate the path integral without worry-
ing about the nature of the system: Whether it is the vacuum or nuclear matter is can be specified afterwards.

However, in discussing the perturbative expansion, the boundary conditions on the fields become of relevance (for an
explicative example in the bosonic case see Ref. 11). In fact, in this framework, the generating functional (4) is con-
veniently rewritten as follows:

Z[J, g, rt]=exp i d xX,„, 5J '
5rt

'
5&

Zo[J, g, rt],

Zo being given by (4) with the free Lagrangian Xz replacing the full one. Therefore when the functional integration for
the free generator Zp is explicitly carried out, then the boundary conditions on the fermionic fields should be specified
through the particular fermion Green's functions one uses. Thus the Feynman propagator

SF"'(q)= 1

M+ i—rt

is the appropriate one for the vacuum, whereas in the presence of a filled Fermi sea the single-particle propagator reads
instead

y+M 8(q —kF ) 8(kF —q )
S(m)( ) +

2Eq qp —Eq + l 'g gp —Eq —l'g

=SF" (q)+2ni5(q, E)8(kF —q—)
(U) /+M

q 2E
q

1

Qp +Eq —l'Q

kF being the Fermi momentum. Obviously the difference between (6) and (7), which disappears in the limit k~~0, only
concerns particles with q (kF, the ones propagating as holes.

Also when an effective action Sz is treated with a semiclassical expansion, the boundary conditions on t/i and P are
explicitly required. The derivation of Sz has been carried out in Ref. 1 via a Gaussian integration over the fermionic
fields in the generating functional (4). This, dropping for simplicity the external sources ri and ri, was found to be given
by the following expression:

Z[J]= f2)[4]exp i Ss + fd x J @
1

with

2

S& ——f d x —,'(B„4) — @ +i tr g —igy5r @SF
n=1

The above formula can be recast into the more convenient form

n

Ss = ,' f d x d —y@(x)bo '(x —y)@(y)+i g —f d x, d x„C„' "4, (x, ). . . 41 (x„),] 4 4 I i I„

n l n
n =1

(10)

where b,o(x —y) is the free pion propagator and the coefficients C„play the role of nonlocal, elementary vertices of the
effective theory exactly embodying the nucleon dynamics of the model. Their explicit expression reads

1 Il 12C„"(x, .x„)=(ig)" trSF(x, —x2)@5' SF(xz — 3)px5 . r. .SF(x„—x, )y5r"
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and, as before, the boundary conditions on the fermionic
fields are automatically included in the appropriate
Green's functions entering into (11).

Thus, from a formal point of view, the transition from
the vacuum to the medium simply amounts to replacing
Sz' with Sz ' whenever a fermion propagator is involved.

In passing we note that in Eq. (11) the tadpole term C)
actually vanishes, except in the presence of pion conden-
sation. Notably this situation of broken translational in-
variance can also be handled within the present frame-
work by means of an appropriate field translation.

III. THE RENORMALIZABILITY
OF PERTURBATION THEORY

IN THE MEDIUM

Let us now face the problem of renormalizability. As
is well known, the Lagrangian (1) leads to a meaningless
theory already in the vacuum, thus entailing an ill-defined
generating functional (4); as a consequence the same will
occur in the medium, and the generating functional (8)
will be ill-defined as well. Of course the Lagrangian (1),
including a 4 term, is renormalizable in the vacuum by
introducing an appropriate set of counterterms and a
suitable regularization procedure. This aim is achieved
by replacing (1) with the new Lagrangian

r,"~) „(p)=P —M,
and, to first order in A,

r(,-" „,(p) =P —M —X(„)))(p)—r5M("

+(Zz —1)")fi(gf —M ),
where the standard expansion

X((„'))(p)=X((„'))(gf=M )+(P —M )X((')'(gf =M )

+ —,'(P —M )'&'„"(p)

(14)

(15)

(16)

holds for self-energy X((„'))(p}. In (16) the first two terms
on the right-hand side (rhs) are divergent and a regulari-
zation procedure needs to be introduced for their practi-
cal evaluation, while the third one is regular by itself.
Accordingly the divergences are canceled by setting, after
the insertion of (16}and (15),

a5M(" = —Z((„'))(P =M ), (17)

medium of the elementary diagram (a) of Fig. 1. The
latter corresponds to the inverse propagator I &&(p) (p be-

ing the four-momentum of the fermionic line).
At the tree level one has (superscripts indicate orders

in fi)

X =/(i8 M)g —5M/—Q+(Z2 —1)f(i8 M)p-

+(Z3 —1)—,'[(B„4)—rn 4 ]

+ig gy 5rg @+i5g f. y5rg 4 )(,@ 5—14— (12)

a(Z, —1)"'=—X,'(,', )(P =M ); (18)

what is left out is just the renormalized inverse propaga-
tor to the order fi,

5M=%5M'"+Pi 5M' '+ (13)

allows us then to cancel the divergences order by order,
thus regularizing the elementary diagrams of the theory.
For the Lagrangian (12) these are shown in Fig. 1.

Notably this procedure remains valid in the presence of
a medium, since the technique outlined above fixes the
counterterms in such a way that they can no longer be al-
tered by the medium. This can be seen by considering,
for example, the regularization in the vacuum and in the

the counterterms being fixed through the identification of
M, m, g and A, (this term being usually set to zero in nu-

clear physics) with the physical masses and coupling con-
stants. The expansion of the counterterms in powers of
A, e.g. ,

y()) (p) p(1)(p)+y())( )

where

(20)

2"'(p) = 6i erg 5—(p0 —q0 —E )(2~)'

&@kF—
I p —q I

}

P —(}I+M 1
~5 V52', q —m +iq

Obviously the whole self-energy correction is negligible
for nucleons close to the mass shell, since the factor
(P —M) is then very small.

Let us now evaluate I
&@ ~, to the same order in R, in

the presence of a nuclear medium. For this purpose we
utilize the appropriate fermion propagator (7) in the
internal line, getting, instead of (16),

By repeating then the same steps leading from (15) to
(19), one ends up with the customary expression

P(1) P M y())( ) ((P M)2y(1)(

Qb
=p —M —r")(p), (22)

FIG. 1. Elementary diagrams of Lagrangian (11).
which shows that the values for 5M"' and (Z2 —1)'" are
fixed once and for all by the renormalization in the vacu-
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um, the additional contribution stemming from the medi-

um being regular. It is worth noticing that the latter can
be recast in the following form:

g d q @kF I p q
y(1)(p) 3 J4M' (2~)' (p, —E, , )'—q' —m'+i7}

(23)

which is recognized as the Fock contribution to the nu-

cleon self-energy arising from the one-pion exchange
(OPE) potential. As for the other diagrams of Fig. 1 the
technique for their regularization is perfectly analogous
to the one illustrated above.

It thus appears that, for the Lagrangian we are con-
cerned with, the renormalizability of the theory in the
vacuum implies as well the disappearance of the unphysi-
cal divergences when the fields are embedded in a medi-

um as far as the simplest (primitive) diagrams are con-
cerned.

For the diagrams not primitively divergent (i.e., still
diverging even when an internal line is broken) the renor-
malization problem is solved in the vacuum by the so-
called R operation of Bogoliubov and Parasyuk, ' which
remains valid even in the presence of a medium.

Here we shall limit ourselves to briefly sketch the proof
of this statement. For this purpose let us consider a one-
particle irreducible (proper) diagram I ~„) with n external
(incoming or outgoing) fermionic lines. The regularized
integrand of I ~„~ in the vacuum is given by the Bogo-
liubov recurrence formula

Rr =Ir + X ~r, „,z(,. . .r )
—g T R.

(25)

the counterterms contributions remaining the same as in

Eq. (24). We now make use of Eq. (7), expand the prod-
ucts, and collect all the terms appearing both on the rhs
and on the left-hand side (lhs) of (25) as follows. First we

group together all the terms associated with the Feynman
propagators in the vacuum. Obviously they will repro-
duce Eq. (24), thus giving a finite contribution to Rr

(n}

Next we consider on the lhs the terins with only one SF"'

replaced, in a well-defined place, by the medium correct-
ed expression SF ' —SF"'. From the expansion on the rhs
we correspondingly pick up all the diagrams with just one
SF ' SF"' in—the same place (obviously if such terms still
exist after the shrinking of the subdiagrams to a point).
We are thus led to consider new integrands which, apart
from the coefficient of the S~ ' —S~"' term, are just the
ones appearing in the diagrams with two more external
fermionic lines in the vacuum. For the latter the Bogo-
liubov recurrence formula applies again, a finite result en-

suing.
The extension of this procedure to the terms with any

finite number of SF ' —SF" allows one to establish a fully

regularized theory in the medium, an outcome to be ex-

pected, since ultraviolet divergencies in the vacuum
should not be affected by the finite Fermi rnomenturn kF.

R„o ——Iro + g Iro, („
J

—gT R

(24)

IV. THE RENORMALIZABILITY
OF THE EFFECTIVE THEORY

IN THE MEDIUM

the notations being those of Refs. 8 and 12 where R and I
denote the renormalized and unrenormalized integrands
of I'~„~ (the index 0 referring to the vacuum}. In (24)
I („~/(yi. . .}„) corresponds to a diagram whose internal
lines are shrinked to a point when they belong to a given

n

internal subdiagram y; and the factor ( —g; i Tr Rr )
I

essentially represents the contributions arising from the
counterterms (these being set by the theory in the vacu-
um). Quantum-field theory asserts then that R „may be

(n}

integrated yielding a finite result.
In the presence of a medium we again replace each SF"'

with SF and write

The proof of the renormalizability of the effective bo-
sonic Lagrangian Xii entering into the action (10}is not
trivial since Xii entails an intricate rearrangement of the
elementary diagrams of the Lagrangian (1).

To tackle this problem we first notice that X~ embo-

dies an infinite number of elementary effective vertices,
nonlocal in nature, whose regularization requires the in-

troduction of as many counterterms. The latter, howev-
er, can all be derived from the finite set of counterterms
already included in (12), since the path integral over the
fermionic fields is properly defined (and can be exactly
performed) only when use is made of the Lagrangian (12}.
Accordingly one gets the following bosonic effective ac-
tion:

m 6m 2

S' =f d x —,'(B„4) — 4 — 4 +(Z —1) —,'(8„4) — @ —(A, +5k.)4'

+i g — d x, . . .d x„C„' "(x,. . .x„)4i (x, ). . .4& (x„),
Tl 1 nn=1

which replaces (10). Next we recall, and this is the crucial point, that in terms of the bare fermion propagator

(26)

SF(p)=
Zi(gf —M ) 5M+ir}— (27)
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which includes the counterterms as well, the new expansion coefficients in (26) read

I). . .ln ~ n I I„
C ' "(xi . x )=['(g+5g)l"trSF(xi —xz)ys ' SF(x xi)ysr" (28)

k —s
5M

gf M+i—q
yielding

n 4

m=0 2~'

thus being highly nonlocal in nature. In other words the elementary vertices (28) of the eff'ective Lagrangian possess an
internal structure, entailing an asymptotic behavior in momentum space, basically set by the nucleon mass M, quite
different from the one associated with the elementary Lagrangian (1). As a consequence the standard renormalization
rules appear now unsuitable: indeed even the notion of a primitively divergent diagram and of surface divergence be-
comes hard to define for X~ . Accordingly a new renormalization scheine should be devised to replace the R operation.

We look for this new procedure in the framework of the loop expansion to which Sz naturally leads when the boson-
ic mass characterizing (1) is small (m„«M ), and we shall utilize a recursive scheme to show how the cancellation of
the divergencies takes place order by order in the loop expansion. We then start by splitting, in the effective vertices C„
of S~, the finite contributions and the counterterms and by assigning to each counterterm an appropriate order in the
loop expansion.

For this purpose we first set

I). . .I 1''' n I). . .I„C„' "(x,. . .x„)=C„' "(x,. . .x„)+5C„' ' "(x,. . .x„), (29)

I). . .I„ 1). . .l„
the C„' " being given by (11). The 5C„' " are then obtained by inserting into (28) the expansion of the bare propa-
gator (27) around the renormalized one (6)

k 1 —Z2
SF(p)=SF(p) g (30)

k =p s =p . . g M +iri

x g
k, =O s, =O

ki 1 —Z2 k) —s)

M+—i ri

s)
I,

f5T

4

Xtr
~ " " S

(2n )

n 1 —Z2
k

x g—p —p ~ . gf„—M +E7)

' k„—s

M+i ri— (31)

I). . .In
where the C„' " of Eq. (11) are recovered for m =ki —— ——k„=0 and all the remaining terms define the infinite
series for the effective counterterms 5C„. It is easy to recognize that the latter embody at least one factor 5g, or
(Z2 —1), or 5M.

For sake of illustration a few 5C„ for the case n =6 are diagrammatically shown in Fig. 2, where a dot denotes
(Z2 —1) or 5M [both of these counterterms enter into the renormalization of the inverse propagator I'&&, as shown in

Eqs. (14)—(19)]and a circle denotes 5g [this counterterm is needed for renormalizing the elementary diagram (c) of Fig.
I].

In Fig. 3, instead, we display the first C„(n &6). Since in the eff'ective action (26) the diagrams (a) and (c) of this
figure multiply 4 and 4, respectively, their divergences at the tree level will be regularized (together with the mass
terin and the A,N interaction) by the standard counterterms 5m and (Zs —1) for Ci and M, for C4. Concerning dia-
grams (b) and (d), they are vanishing since, in the vacuum, the n-odd diagrams are identically zero for parity con-
straints. Finally all the remaining C„(n & 6) are regular, as is easily verified by counting powers.

Thus, with the standard renormalization of the elementary pionic lines and vertices, the action (26) can be recast in
the following form:

Sz ,' fd x d——y—4(x)bp '(x y)@(y)+i g —— d x, . . dx„C„'„, "(x,.. . .x„)4t (x, ). . .4I (x„)
n

n n reg 1 n I& 1 I„n
n=2

+i g ,' fd x, . .—.d x„5C„' "(x,. . .x„)41 (x, ). . .41 (x„),
n=2

(32)
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/ 'il

(b)

FIG. 4. Two examples of one-loop contributions to the
effective vertices.

FIG. 2. Examples of 5C„(n =6).

the regularized C„(actually those with n =2 and 4) being
labeled with the suSx reg. These coeScients yield the
tree approximation of the loop expansion, which is thus
finite.

It should be noticed that since the terms of the action
(32) quadratic in 4 contain C2 „aswell, the iri expansion
will no longer coincide with our loop expansion.

The structure of the latter is best illustrated by consid-
ering the one-particle (pion) irreducible diagrams, which
describe the effective vertices of the theory. Their tree
approximation, as already mentioned, simply coincides
with the C„„.Higher orders in the loop expansion are
then conveniently viewed by shrinking the fermionic
loops, namely C„„(seeFig. 3), down to a point and by
connecting the elementary vertices thus obtained with
dressed pionic propagators.

The divergences arising in this scheme are compensat-
ed by the appropriate choice of the counterterms 5C„,
whose order in the loop expansion is set by the number of
factors 5M, (1—Zz) or 5g they embody (note that we
choose here to have only divergent contributions in our
counterterms, i.e., a soft regularization scheme). For the
sake of illustration two lowest order (one-loop) diagrams
contributing to the effective vertices are displayed in Fig.
4.

To understand now how the regularization mechanism
works, it is essential to consider the internal structure of
the elementary vertices. All the diagrams (but for trivial
permutations) contributing to Fig. 4(a) in the n =6 case,
counterterms included, are displayed in Fig. 5, where a
dashed line represents a dressed pion (the C2 «s insertion
up to infinite order being understood). These diagrams
are obtained by adding a dressed pionic line either to a
fermion propagator [Fig. 5(a)], or between two distant
ones [Fig. 5(c)], or across a pion-fermion vertex [Fig.
5(b}]. Now, clearly, the self-energy insertion of diagram

(a) is regularized by means of a suitable combination with
(d), whereas the divergences of the vertex correction (b)
are eliminated by the counterterm displayed in (e}. Final-
ly diagram (c) is regular by itself.

We remind the reader that a dressed pionic line corre-
sponds to an infinite series of terms (Fig. 6 illustrates the
case of the self-energy insertion) of which only the first
one is truly divergent and needs the appropriate counter-
terms 5C„ to be renormalized.

Finally the diagram of Fig. 4(b), divergent for truly
pointlike vertices, is in fact seen to be regular by powers
counting, since the two pions entering into each C„„are
necessarily connected by at least one fermion propagator.

By extending the same arguments to higher orders in
the loop expansion, the renormalization procedure can be
consistently carried out and the feasibility of the renor-
malization procedure can then be proved by induction.

Consider indeed the n-loop diagrams, assumed to be re-
normalized. The (n +1)-loop diagrams follow from the
previous ones in five different ways:

(1) by adding a dressed pionic line closed on a fermion
propagator in one C„„(self-energy insertion);

(2) by adding a dressed pionic line closed at one vertex
in one C„„(vertex correction);

(3) by adding a counterterm insertion [5g, 5M or
(1 —Z2)];

(4) by adding a dressed pionic line between two fermion
propagators separated by more than one vertex in one
C„„[see,e.g., diagram (c) of Fig. 5];

(5) by adding a dressed pionic line between two
different Cn, reg

Now a one-to-one correspondence can be established
between the diagrams of class (1) or (2) and the counter-

0
FIG. 3. Illustration of C„ for 2& n &6. FIG. 5. One-loop order renormalization of Co.
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FIG. 6. Self-energy insertions with the dressed pion.

term insertions of class (3) such as to wash out the rela-
tive divergences. Diagrams of classes (4) and (5) are, in-
stead, necessarily regular by themselves. The renormal-
izability of the theory at the (n +1) loops level then fol-
low.

This, although expected, is a nice result. Indeed, even
if the Lagrangian (1) is known to be renormalizable order
by order in fi, one should realize that our loop expansion
includes, to a given order, an infinite series of diagrams
which correspond to different powers of fi.

Now let the fields be embedded in the nuclear medium.
We have already seen that this requires us to replace SF'
[Eq. (6)] with S~™[Eq. (7)] in all the elementary dia-
grams, which play the role of the building blocks of the
loop expansion in the nuclear matter. Furthermore, we
have shown that the medium corrections arising from the
differences between Sz' and Sz ' are always finite and do
not effect the interplay between the counterterms and the
divergent pieces of the elementary vertices. Thus we con-
clude that our bosonic theory can be explicitly renormal-
ized order by order in the loop expansion within a medi-
um.

Obviously the self-energy and the vertex corrections of
the vacuum are quite negligible in the context of nuclear
physics; in this domain only those diagrams are left
which truly correspond to medium corrections, their
physical significance being well established.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has mainly been concerned with the prob-
lern of the renormalizability in the medium of the
effective bosonic Lagrangian deduced from (1) via func-
tional integration over the fermionic fields.

The importance of X~ for intermediate (and high) en-
ergy nuclear physics is twofold. First L~ explicitly deals
with degrees of freedom most relevant in that energy
domain, namely the pions. Second, viewing the nucleus
as a collection of nucleons and pions, one would obvious-
ly like, as a first step, to deal with the fermions as accu-
rately as possible. This is just what one achieves with

path integrals, which exactly engrain the fermionic dy-
namics in Xf.

Clearly the effective Lagrangian one obtains turns out
to be a complicated object and its renormalizability, al-
though expected, is far from being straightforward.
Indeed renormalizability is a matter of asymptotic behav-
ior at infinite momentum, and the latter is strongly
affected by the structure endowed in the vertices of Xz .

Yet we have been able to prove that our effective La-
grangian is renormalizable order by order in the loop ex-
pansion. Such a framework groups a wide set of dia-
grams of great relevance in nuclear physics [in particular
the random-phase approximation (RPA) ones] in the
class of the quantum Auctuations around the classical
mean-field (Hartree-Fock) solution. At the same time it
yields, as already mentioned in the Introduction, a
prescription for identifying the set of diagrams to be con-
sidered in the next order beyond the RPA. As a conse-
quence, the loop expansion appears particularly suitable
in dealing with Lagrangians embodying light mesons,
those carrying the long-range nucleon-nucleon correla-
tions.

When heavier mesons come into play, then the many-
body problem is best compared with the well-known
hole-line expansion, which is based on the ladder dia-
grams of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. In this connection
we would like to mention a remarkable feature of our ap-
proach, namely that a straight perturbative treatment to
second order of our effective Lagrangian, beyond being
finite, would embody, among other contributions, the
ladder diagrams as well.

It thus appears that our approach complements the
one of Serot and Walecka, who have repeatedly stressed
the importance of utilizing renormalizable Lagrangians
in the context of the many-body problem. For example,
Horowitz and Serot have shown that the relativistic
Brueckner Bethe-Salpeter method leads to sensible results
when based on a renormalized Lagrangian, which allows
us to self-consistently account for the full contribution of
the Dirac sea. Of course one can alternatively obtain
finite results by treating the divergencies associated with
the singular behavior at short distances of the nuclear
forces with a form factor characterized by an ad hoc
cutoff A. It seems to us of significance that this scope
could be achieved as well in our approach, in second-
order perturbation theory, the ultraviolet behavior being
naturally controlled by the nucleon mass M.

In conclusion, our analysis suggests that an appropri-
ate procedure for treating relativistic, bound Fermi sys-
tems should be to apply the loop expansion to the light
mesons and the perturbative expansion to the heavy ones.
As a preliminary, efFective Lagrangians for both kinds of
particles should be derived via functional integration over
the fermionic fields.
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